Falls of the Ohio State Park
Lower Elementary Activity Sheet

Name: _____________________________

First Gallery - An Ancient Sea

1. Turn a crank or pull a lever. What happens to the horn coral?

2. Look at the fossil display – “The Best of the Best.” Write the name of your favorite fossil:

3. Why is it your favorite?

Second Gallery - A Changing Land

4. What did a mammoth eat?

5. List at least two ways animals were used by early people:

6. Name one activity you see in the prehistoric village:

Third Gallery - Converging Cultures

7. What is one thing the frontiersman is wearing that you aren’t?

8. List two things on George Rogers Clark’s desk:
The Falls Today

8. Name one bird and mammal found at the Falls:

9. Look at the trash wall display. What is the oddest thing you see?

10. Why is it bad to throw trash on the ground or in the river?